Cypress Knoll Golf & Country Club
Pitch ‘n Putt Course

Please use a Tee on every hole
FRONT NINE (770 yds)

Maximum 6 strokes per hole
BACK NINE (798 yds)

Hole #1: 55 yards
Stay on the cart path all the way toward the green. On the right side
there is a bench under twin oak trees, where the first tee awaits you.
Hit it short, and your ball will travel sharply to the left.

Hole #10: 115 yards
Just off the cart path on the left side, a 115 yard shot starts the back
9. Bunkers to the left and right could make an otherwise easy hole
hard.

Hole #2: 75 yards
From the left side of the cart path, this shot appears headed toward
a small elevated green. The opposite is true, as this is one of the
largest greens on the course. The difficulty is in the hole placement
here.

Hole #11: 75 yards
This fairway and right rough stays wet, so drive around the bend,
leave your cart on the path and walk to the right side of the pond. A
high shot might catch your ball in the trees or land it in the water. A
punch shot is your best bet.

Hole #3: 120 yards
Just left of the cart path and behind a bunker, this shot could prove
difficult. A high shot will plug in front of the slightly elevated green,
the smallest on the course.

Hole #12: 95 yards
Follow the sign to #12 and you will be on “bobcat alley”. The tee box
is just off the cart path near the bend in front of the green. Place this
shot to the right as the green slopes left to the bunkers.

Hole #4: 75 yards
Find the tee halfway down on the right side of the cart path. Another
elevated green could cause havoc for this shot, especially if the pin
is on the upper tier. Watch out for the bunker on the right.

Hole #13: 85 yards
Find this tee box on the hill on the right side of the fairway. A tricky
shot awaits. The hardest bunker on the course is on the right, so try
to stay left!

Hole #5: 95 yards
Find this tee on the extreme right side of the fairway, but please
leave your cart on the path! This shot is almost as long as the
regulation course’s par 3. When the pin is on the right behind the
bunker, this will be a difficult par to make.

Hole #14: 60 yards
Park your cart near the green and walk back across the fairway to
the tee box. An easy shot to the pin unless you pull your shot into
the left side bunker.

Hole #6: 90 yards
From the left side of the cart path, this shot is the hardest on the
front 9. You don’t want the bunker directly in front of you to grab the
ball. A chip shot to the front of the green followed by a pitch and a
putt is the safe way to go.
Hole #7: 120 yards
Find this tee on the right side of the cart path near the protected
wetland. A challenging shot up to the green; hit it short or right and
the ball will roll down and off the green, making par difficult.
Hole #8: 65 yards
Across the fairway you will see the tee box with a deceiving shot to
the green. Although it is just 65 yards, a miss left or right will net you
double bogey or worse.
Hole #9: 75 yards
This is our signature hole. Leave your cart by the back of the green,
and walk toward the deck where a pitch over the lake awaits you.
Beware that patrons may be watching, ready to boo if you hit the
water. A safer shot might be from the drop area behind the green,
but the drop costs you two strokes!

Hole #15: 70 yards
Travel past beautiful lakes and houses to the tee box on the right, up
near the green. If the pin is in the swale, a hole-in-one is possi
ble. A back of the green pin placement makes for a difficult putt if
you hit it short.
Hole #16: 95 yards
On the left side of the cart path, this shot will be easy unless the pin
is behind the bunker. This hole, like no other, depends on the pin
placement.
Hole #17: 90 yards
From the left side of the cart path, this shot to the big green should
be an easy par.
Hole #18: 113 yards
Find the tee box on the right side of the cart path. This shot looks
easy, but could make your score turn bad quickly if you miss. A
good putt on a hard green is necessary; you do not want to 3-putt to
end your day.

